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ABSTRACT
TheMagellanic Clouds have lost most of their gas during their passage by theMilkyWay,
a property that has never been successfully modeled. Here we use accurate and mesh-free hy-
drodynamic simulations to reproduce the Magellanic Stream and the Magellanic Clouds in
the frame of a ’ram-pressure plus collision’ model. This model reproduces many of the ob-
served properties of the HI Stream including most of its density profile along its length and its
dual filamentary structure. Besides this, ram-pressure combined with Kelvin-Helmholtz insta-
bilities extracts amounts of ionized and HI gas consistent with those observed. The modeled
scenario also reproduces the Magellanic Bridge, including the offset between young and old
stars, and the collision between the Clouds, which is responsible of the very elongated mor-
phology of the Small Magellanic Cloud along the line of sight. This model has solved most
of the mysteries linked to the formation of the Magellanic Stream. The Leading Arm is not
reproduced in the current model because it requires an alternative origin.
Key words: Galaxies: evolution - Galaxies: interactions - Galaxies:Magellanic Clouds -
Galaxy: structure - Galaxy: halo
1 INTRODUCTION
If one was wearing special glasses to see the HI 21cm line,
one would see the Milky Way (MW) disc and as the second
largest structure in the sky, the Magellanic Stream (hereafter MS,
Mathewson, Cleary & Murray 1974), which subtends an angle of
more than 200 degrees (Nidever et al. 2010, 2013). The Stream is
linked to the Magellanic Clouds (MCs) and its formation is still
challenging to explain. The MCs are likely at their first passage by
theMW according to their proper motions fromHubble Space Tele-
scope (HST , Kallivayalil et al. 2013) and Gaia Data Releases 2
(DR2, Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018b). In the meantime, Fox et al.
(2014) estimated to 2× 109 M⊙ the total mass released by the pro-
genitors of both Magellanic Stream (MS) and Leading Arm (LA),
assuming both structures at 55 kpc. Observation from Hα emis-
sion (Barger et al. 2017) also leads to a similar amount of ionized
gas mass. Further analysis by Richter et al. (2017) leads to an even
larger value, 3 × 109 M⊙. Since the MS is likely reaching higher
distances than the LA, it is quite conservative to consider 1-2 ×
⋆ E-mail:jianling.wang@obspm.fr
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109 M⊙ for the sole contribution of the MS. Multiple photoion-
ization and collisional ionization processes that might lead to the
ionization of the gas have been explored in the literature, e.g., ex-
tragalactic background, hot gas, shock, conductive heating, turbu-
lent mixing (D’Onghia & Fox 2016; Barger et al. 2017). It has been
also suggested by Bland-Hawthorn et al. (2013) that the Stream re-
gion below the South Galactic Pole (SGP) could be related to the
past AGN activity at the Galactic Center. Orbital calculations from
proper motions of the MCs indicate that they experienced a strong
collision a few hundreds Myr ago (Kallivayalil et al. 2013), which
formed the Magellanic Bridge (MB) linking them together.
Explanations of the MS can be classified into two
broad families. One is the ’tidal’ model (Besla et al. 2012;
Pardy, D’Onghia & Fox 2018; Tepper-Garcı´a et al. 2019) assum-
ing that the MS is a tidal tail extracted from the Small Magel-
lanic Cloud (SMC) after a collision with a very massive, 1.5-2.5 ×
1011 M⊙, Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC). The other is the ram-
pressure models with moderate mass for the LMC, 3-20 × 109
M⊙ (Mastropietro et al. 2005; Hammer et al. 2015), which con-
sider ram-pressure effects and may also account for a recent col-
lision between the Clouds.
The circum-galactic medium (CGM) plays a crucial role on
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the infalling gas by producing ram-pressure and Kelvin-Helmholtz
(K-H) instabilities. The CGM extends to hundreds of kpc and is
made of multi-phase gases (Lehner et al. 2012; Richter et al. 2017),
hot (Gupta et al. 2012; Miller & Bregman 2013; Nakashima et al.
2018) and warm phases (Zheng et al. 2019) showing similari-
ties with MW-mass galaxies studied by Werk et al. (2014) and
Prochaska et al. (2017). Indirect evidences that the HI Magel-
lanic System is affected by the CGM gas are among others, pro-
vided by the exceptionally shrunk HI LMC disc (Salem et al.
2015) and the pressure confined clouds in the Stream (Fox et al.
2005; Kalberla & Haud 2006; For et al. 2014). As recalled by
Fillingham et al. (2016), CGM gas at all temperatures contributes
to strip and heat the infalling gas, and its density is in excess of a
few 10−4cm−3, strongly affecting the MS. In such a condition, the
low HI density LA, is unlikely to survive in the CGM as shown
by Tepper-Garcı´a et al. (2019), requiring another origin, such as
stripped gas-rich dwarfs moving ahead of the MCs (Hammer et al.
2015).
Fillingham et al. (2016) convincingly showed that even large
gas densities (3-10 × 10−4cm−3) in the CGM are unable to re-
move significant fractions of the gas in galaxies with total masses
in excess to a few 1010 M⊙, i.e., masses of the MCs in the ’tidal’
scenario. We then choose to follow the ’ram-pressure plus collision’
modeling of Hammer et al. (2015). Here, we use a hydrodynamic
solver GIZMO (Hopkins 2015), which accounts fairly for, e.g., K-
H instabilities, conversely to GADGET2.
2 NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS AND INITIAL
CONDITIONS
2.1 Initial Conditions for the MilkyWay and the Magellanic
Clouds
The MW model is set up including a stellar disc, gas disc, hot gas
halo, and dark matter halo. The stellar and gas disc have the same
properties as in Hammer et al. (2015). For the hot gas halo, we
use a core-profile similar to the halo profile of Hernquist (1993),
which has large flexibility and well converging properties. Most
constraints for the gaseous halo are indirect, based on observations
at around 50 kpc as shown in the top-right panel of Fig. 1. In the
current study, we use two types of hot gas halo profiles as shown
by red and green lines (top-right panel of Fig. 1). Model MW1
shows a flatter profile since it includes the outskirt contribution
of the IGM with a density of ∼ 2 × 10−5 cm−3 at virial radius.
For comparison, the observed cool CGM density profile of MW-
mass galaxies (Prochaska et al. 2017) is also shown in Fig. 1. with a
dashed-black line. The density profile has been calculated from the
projected mass density distribution from Fig. 17 of Prochaska et al.
(2017), assuming a core density profile (Hernquist 1993). For the
MW dark matter halo, we use a core model as in Barnes (2002), and
the dark matter profile is then adjusted to fit the observed rotation
curve, which is shown in the left panel of Fig. 1. Total and halo gas
masses within the virial radius (260 kpc) are given in the top-right
panel of Fig. 1 for the two adopted models. To reduce the particle
number and numerical calculation in the simulation, the dark matter
halo has been considered as causing a gravitational potential fully
accounted by analytic formulae, such as: ρ ∝ (r + ahalo)
−4 with
ahalo= 6 kpc and central density ρ0= 0.7379 and 0.4919 M⊙pc
−3
for MW1 and MW2, respectively.
To test the stability of the MW gas halo model, we run it in
isolation for 2 Gyr, which is similar to the time duration during
which the MCs simulations are made. The two panels in the bottom
row of Fig. 1 show the hot gas density profile evolution over a 2 Gyr
time scale. The two models of MW hot gas halo are stable enough
for our studies.
The Large Magellanic Cloud, is assumed to be the combi-
nation of an exponential stellar disc with a neutral gas disc, for
which the scale-length of the neutral gas disc is much larger than
that of the stellar component as shown in Table 1 (van der Kruit
2007; Pardy, D’Onghia & Fox 2018; Tepper-Garcı´a et al. 2019).
For the Small Magellanic Cloud, we assume that there are two stel-
lar components and one neutral gas disc. The stellar component
consists of an exponential stellar disc and a spheroid, following
Diaz & Bekki (2012). The stellar spheroid has a core density pro-
file and is made of ancient stars, which is motivated by the recent
observations of Ripepi et al. (2017) who found such a distribution
using 3D mapping based on RR Lyrae stars. All the parameters
used for the MCs are given in Table 1. The initial condition is
created with a Schwarzschild orbit superposition method (Vasiliev
2013; Vasiliev & Athanassoula 2015). To test the stability of the
initial model of the MCs, we let them evolve in isolation for 0.5
Gyr, without important changes as shown in Fig. 2. We have also
tested cases after evolving MCs in isolation as progenitors, and the
results do not change significantly. For both the MCs we have con-
sidered the possible presence of a dark matter halo. However their
masses have been limited to be equal or up to 10 times the mass of
the baryonic component that is few 109M⊙, since the MW CGM
gas would not be able to extract the cold gas from more massive
galaxies (Fillingham et al. 2016).
2.2 The Hydrodynamic Code GIZMO
The numerical simulations were carried out with GIZMO (Hopkins
2015), which is based on a new Lagrangian method for hydrody-
namics, and has simultaneously properties of both smoothed par-
ticle hydrodynamics (SPH) and grid-based/adaptive mesh refine-
ment (AMR) methods. It has considerable advantages when com-
pared to SPH, for instances, proper convergence, good capturing of
fluid-mixing instabilities, dramatically reduced numerical viscos-
ity, sharp shock capturing, and so on. These features make GIZMO
providing a considerable advance when compared to GADGET-2,
which was unable to properly account for K-H instabilities, consid-
ered by Hammer et al. (2015) as the main limitation for their study
of the Magellanic Stream.
To use this code, we implemented into GIZMO star forma-
tion and feedback processes as in Wang et al. (2012) following the
method of Cox et al. (2006). This code has been used for inves-
tigating the formation history of M31 (Hammer et al. 2018). For
the radiative cooling process, we have used the updated version of
Katz, Weinberg & Hernquist (1996). It assumes the gas as a pri-
mordial plasma, and ionization states of H and He are explicitly
tracked under the assumption of collisional ionization equilibrium
(Hopkins 2015).
2.3 Convergence of the simulation
All the simulations are using a softening of 40 pc, which is large
enough to minimize discreteness noise and also small enough to
sample a reasonable resolution. The particles mass ratio between
the hot gas of the MW and cold gas of the MCs are important for
ram-pressure, which can result in spurious enhancement of ram-
pressure stripping when this ratio is too large (Mastropietro et al.
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 1. Top-left panel: comparison of the MW observed rotation data (Huang et al. 2016; Sofue 2015; Bhattacharjee, Chaudhury & Kundu 2014) and models
used in this paper (red and green solid curves). Top-right panel: hot gas density profile used in models compared to several observational constraints, which are
indicated on the top-right of the panel (see text). The cool CGM density profile based on Prochaska et al. (2017) is obtained by fitting their mass distribution
with a Hernquist density profile with a core. Bottom panels: density profile evolution with time in isolation to test the stability of the two MW models.
2005; Kazantzidis et al. 2017; Abadi, Moore & Bower 1999). In
our simulations this ratio ranged from 2.4 to 12. To test conver-
gence, we also run a high resolution simulation for Model-28, this
ratio changed from 12 to 1.2, but our result did not change signif-
icantly, which indicate that our results are not affected by artificial
effects.
2.4 Definition of Neutral Gas and Warm+Hot Gas
Since there is no radiative transfer used in the simulation, neu-
tral and ionized gas can not be directly distinguished properly
(Marasco et al. 2015). To compare the properties of neutral HI and
warm+hot ionized gas stripped from the MCs with that from ob-
servations, we define particles with temperatures below 2 × 104
K as neutral gas and assume simple collisional ionization equi-
librium (Sutherland & Dopita 1993), while particles with temper-
atures above 2 × 104K are defined as warm+hot gas. The neutral
hydrogen mass is derived by assuming that the gas has an univer-
sal hydrogen mass fraction of 0.76 (Sutherland & Dopita 1993).
This simple definition between neutral and ionized gas is consis-
tent with studies of gas properties in simulations (Marasco et al.
2015; Sokołowska et al. 2016), and with observational conventions
(Sokołowska et al. 2016; Putman, Peek & Joung 2012).
2.5 Orbital Parameters
Determination of orbital parameters is a three-body problem (inter-
action between the twoMCs and theMW), which is further compli-
cated by gas dissipation properties. To calculate the initial position
and velocity of the MCs before entering the MW hot medium, we
use the solver defined by Yang & Hammer (2010) that has been
improved in Hammer et al. (2015), and which can provide the final
position and velocity of MCs at the current observing time and can
match that of observations as shown in Sec. 3.
3 RESULTS OF MODELING
3.1 Gas Modeling
In the current model, the MCs enter the gas corona of the MW
and their HI content is stripped by ram-pressure effects, which
result in the formation of the HI MS. Fig. 3 shows the HI sky
distribution and its velocity along the Magellanic longitude. As
in Hammer et al. (2015) the simulated HI Stream reproduces well
the observations, including the two ram-pressure tails lagging be-
hind each MC that mimic the MS structure with its two twist-
ing filaments (Nidever et al. 2010). Observations of HI kinemat-
ics (Nidever, Majewski & Butler Burton 2008) and chemical abun-
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Table 1. Initial condition parameters
Model components Model-27 Model-28 Model-52
LMC SMC LMC SMC LMC SMC
Stellar disc mass (109M⊙) 2.5 0.3 2.5 0.3 2.0 0.3
Gas disc mass (109M⊙) 2.5 2.4 2.5 2.4 2.0 2.4
Stellar Spheriod mass (109M⊙) 0 0.3 0 0.3 0 0.3
Scale-length of Stellar Disk (kpc) 1.4 1.5 1.4 1.5 1.4 1.5
Scaleheight of Stellar Disk (kpc) 1.0 0.8 1.0 0.8 1.0 0.8
Scale-length of gas Disk (kpc) 7.0 5.0 4.0 5.0 5.0 5.0
Scale size of Spheroid (kpc) 0.0 1.5 0.0 1.5 0.0 1.5
Number of Stellar Particles 150000 72000 300000 72000 240000 72000
Number of Gas Particles 150000 288000 300000 288000 240000 288000
Figure 2. Projected density distribution of stars and gas for one model of
the LMC at T= 0.0 Gyr and after an evolution in isolation after 0.5 Gyr.
The size of each panel is 100×100 kpc.
dances (Fox et al. 2013; Richter et al. 2013) show that one of
the two main filaments has LMC-like chemistry and kinematics,
whereas the other has SMC-like properties. This indicates that one
filament originates in the LMC, whereas the other originates in the
SMC. This observed dual filamentary features is naturally formed
by the ram-pressure stripping scenario, as ram-pressure acts sep-
arately on each Cloud, stripping gas to form two trailing stream
tails of MCs (for a detailed comparison, see Hammer et al. 2015
and Fig. 5). The HI gas mass of the MS ranges from 1.4 to 5
× 108M⊙, to be compared to the observed value, 2.7 × 10
8M⊙
(D’Onghia & Fox 2016). The two values are in good agreement,
since the latter is likely underestimated by assuming a 55 kpc dis-
tance for all the MS extent. Moreover, the column density profile
of the HI gas is well reproduced (see Sec.3.4).
The main difference with Hammer et al. (2015) modeling is
the use of the GIZMO (Hopkins 2015, 2017) hydrodynamic solver
instead of GADGET2. The former code accounts for K-H insta-
bilities far much better than GADGET2 (Hopkins 2015), that do
not only strips the MC gas but also dissolves the HI phase, help-
ing it to be heated and then ionized. The high density of hot gas
results in high ram-pressure (Gunn & Gott 1972), which strips HI
gas of the MCs and then heats it up. It has led us to assume much
higher initial gas mass than in Hammer et al. (2015) as well as
higher density of hot gas. This is to warrant a sufficient amount
of residual MS HI gas, and large quantities of ionized gas as found
by Fox et al. (2014) and confirmed by Richter et al. (2017). In fact
K-H instabilities are so efficient that the modeling of the MS natu-
rally leads to a much larger fraction of ionized gas than of HI gas.
The extent of the simulated hot gas associated to the MS (see top
panel of Fig. 3) is far larger than that of the HI and matches quite
well the large extended area where quasistellar objects (QSOs) ab-
sorption lines reveal the presence of the MS ionized gas (Fox et al.
2014; Richter et al. 2017). In total the gas mass associated to the
MS ranges from 0.8 to 1.5 × 109M⊙, and these numbers can be
increased by using models with progenitors having larger gas frac-
tions and shallower gas distributions.
3.2 The SMCMorphologies
The recent collision between the MCs has a strong effect on the
SMC, particularly on the young, 6300 Myr stars, which formed
from the gas during the most violent phases of interactions. The
young stars identified by Classical Cepheids (CCs) with ages less
than 300 Myr indeed show a very unusual 3D shape heavily elon-
gated to about 30 kpc along the line of sight (Ripepi et al. 2017).
Fig. 4 compares the 3D stellar distributions of the MCs. Simula-
tions shows that the SMC gas is pressurized by LMC gravitational
tides, leading to a strongly elongated 3D shape in which star for-
mation is favored. Fig. 4 shows that young, 6300 Myr stars formed
during the interaction have shapes with similar elongations along
the line-of-sight than that observed. In both simulations and obser-
vations, old stars linked to the initial disc and spheroid have a much
less elongated distribution.
There are some apparent differences between the model and
data in the distribution of stars. In the observation panel (panel a)
of Fig. 4, there are RR Lyrae stars with verticle (distance) distribu-
tion which is absent in the simulations (panel e). The large majority
of these stars are true Galactic RR Lyrae variables along the line of
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 3. Comparing HI and warm+hot gas, from Model-28, distributions with observations in the Magellanic coordinate system
(Nidever, Majewski & Butler Burton 2008). The top right panel shows the sky distribution of the simulated warm+hot ionized gas with a color coding
for the line of sight velocity. Points represent QSOs absorption line observations by HST/COS (Fox et al. 2014). The simulated ionized gas mass (0.81-
0.94×109M⊙) is consistent with that observed ∼10
9M⊙ (D’Onghia & Fox 2016). Most of them are lying in the same area as the simulations, though
observations indicate an even larger area for the ionized gas. The bottom two rows compare observed HI distributions of the Magellanic Stream with that
of simulations, of which the left column are results of HI observations from Nidever et al. (2010), while the right column shows results from simulation of
Model-28. The black stars in each panel indicate the position of LMC and SMC. The HI mass in the MS is in the range of 1.4-5×108M⊙, which is consistent
with observations, 2.7×108M⊙ (D’Onghia & Fox 2016). In the simulation panels observations are marked by contours. The LA is shown with grey color in
the left side of the observation panel to indicate that it is not reproduced by our models, because it is assumed to have another origin rather than the MC gas
(Yang et al. 2014; Hammer et al. 2015; Tepper-Garcı´a et al. 2019).
sight, the rest are pulsators with large distance errors (Ripepi et al.
2017). The differences with respect to the morphology traced by
young stars (blue points) can be resolved by fine-tuning of the col-
lision parameters between the MCs, e.g., the mass ratio of progen-
itors, the relative inclination of the SMC disk, and the pericenter
distance. The collision affects the disk of LMC too. Sec. 3.4 shows
the results of 3 different models with slightly different parameters.
Because the parameter space is huge, finely tuning the parameters
will further imply optimizing the match between observations and
modeling.
3.3 The Magellanic Bridge for gas and stars
The model reproduces well the HI Bridge as shown in Fig.3.
Young, intermediate-age and old stars have been identified
in the Bridge (Irwin, Demers & Kunkel 1990; Skowron et al.
2014; Bagheri, Cioni & Napiwotzki 2013; Noe¨l et al. 2013).
Belokurov et al. (2017) has discovered an offset between young
main sequence stars and old stars (traced by RR Lyrae from Gaia
Data Release 1, DR1) as shown in the bottom left panel of Fig. 4.
In this section we are verifying whether our modeling of the
Bridge is consistent with the discovery by Belokurov et al. (2017)
that there is an offset between the distribution of young and old
star locations in the Bridge. However Belokurov et al. (2017) used
Gaia DR1 data, and in the Appendix A we have used a larger sam-
ple from Gaia DR2 to select RR Lyrae stars for analyzing the old
population in the Bridge. Here we compare the resulting observed
distributions of old and young stellar populations with our simu-
lation. In the right panel of Fig.4, simulations also show a similar
offset between young and old stars, though less pronounced, be-
tween the young and old stars. Thanks to Gaia, proper motions of
OB stars in the Wing region of the SMC indicate a systematic pe-
culiar motion away from the SMC of 64±8 km/s (Oey et al. 2018;
Schmidt et al. 2018). The bottom right panel of Fig. 4 shows a sim-
ilar trend: young, <150 Myr stars (motions indicated by white ar-
rows) are leaving the SMC towards the LMC. Young stars within
the -16 < XMS <-10 range have a mean velocity of 19 km/s in
the simulation, which is around a third of that observed. We also
recover the observed fact (Zivick et al. 2019) that Bridge stars are
moving faster when they lie closer to the LMC (see increasing ar-
row sizes).
3.4 Model variance
We have explored a total of ∼ 200 different models to compare
with observed properties. A comparison between 3 of them is given
in Fig. 5, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 for the HI distribution on the sky, the
projected column density distribution, and the 3D star distribution
for both MCs. The final results of our models are listed in Table 2.
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 4. Comparison of the observed stellar distribution (the left panels enclosed within rectangle a black box) of the MCs with that of simulations from
Model-52 (the right panels enclosed within a red box). In the observation panels (a, b, c), the observed stars are separated into ancient stars (green for LMC
and cyan for SMC) and young stars (blue, age<300 Myr). The former are traced by RR Lyrae stars and the latter by classical Cepheids (Ripepi et al. 2017).
The top right panels (panels e, f, g, h) particles in ancient stars (green and cyan) are randomly selected to reach the same number as in the observations.
In both observations and simulations young stars follow an elongated shape distribution along the line-of-sight, which is well explained by the interaction
of the gas from which they formed with the LMC. The bottom-left panel (panel e) shows RR Lyrae stars from Gaia DR2, overlapped with the results from
Belokurov et al. (2017): ancient star (red, RR Lyrae) and young stars (blue, main sequence). The bottom-right panel (panel h) shows results from Model-52
(blue points are stars with age < 150 Myr). The offset between the young and ancient stars in the Bridge occurs in both observations and simulations. In the
bottom right panel (panel h) the relative velocity of Bridge young stars are shown with vectors, for which the systematic motion of the SMC has been removed.
They indicate that young stars are leaving the SMC, which is fully consistent with recent observations (Oey et al. 2018).
Table 2. Simulated Magellanic Clouds and Stream properties
Magellanic Clouds Magellanic Stream
Model MCs Total Mass Gas mass Stellar Mass Gas fraction HI mass warm+hot gas
10
9M⊙ 10
9M⊙ 10
9M⊙ % 10
9M⊙ 10
9M⊙
R<3.5kpc R<3.5kpc R<3.5kpc R<3.5kpc LMS < −25deg LMS < −25deg
Mod27 LMC 2.88 0.83 2.05 29% 0.5 0.93
SMC 0.40 0.22 0.18 55%
Mod28 LMC 3.05 0.93 2.12 30% 0.14 0.81
SMC 1.73 1.30 0.43 75%
Mod52 LMC 2.45 0.83 1.62 34% 0.15 0.94
SMC 0.81 0.50 0.31 62%
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 5. Comparison of three simulated models of Magellanic Stream HI gas distribution with observations (top-left) from Nidever et al. (2010). The
simulations refer to Model-28 (top-right), Model-52 (bottom-left), and Model-27 (bottom-right). On the top of each simulation panel, a color image shows the
distribution of particles, which have been separated into LMC (red) and SMC (blue) according to their origins.
In Fig. 5 we have distinguished gas particles from LMC and
SMC progenitors, which are shown with different colors on the
top of each sub-panel of Fig. 5. The MS is composed from both
LMC and SMC particles, which form two filaments as observed
(Hammer et al. 2015; Nidever et al. 2010). All models reproduce
well the main properties, though with some differences.
3.5 Limitations of the Modeling
Our model has some weaknesses, linked to the complexity of the
problem and to observational uncertainties. The most important one
is our choice to model the MW halo gas by a single hot gas com-
ponent in equilibrium with the MWmass distribution (T∼ 106K).
Simulations are also not accounting for gas cooling that is metal
dependent, or for shielding and UV background. Although ram-
pressure depends only on gas-density, a high temperature helps to
heat the MS gas, rendering easier the formation of a large ionized
gas fraction. It is however likely that the MW halo gas is multi-
phased (Lehner et al. 2012; Richter et al. 2017; Prochaska et al.
2017), and this may affect the global balance between ionized and
neutral gas in the MS. However uncertainties about the different
components of the multi-phase gas in the MW are too large to im-
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 6. Comparison of the observed HI column density projected along
the Magellanic longitude with that provided by three simulation models:
Model-28 (top), Model-52 (centre), and Model-27 (bottom). The black line
is from observational data (Nidever et al. 2010), and red lines are from sim-
ulations.
prove our modeling of the MW halo gas. Moreover, while it is well
known (Fox et al. 2014; Richter et al. 2017) that the MS is dom-
inated by the ionized gas, its density along the MS longitude (or
distance) is far from being well known, leading to large uncertain-
ties on the total density deposited by the MC, from 1 to 5 ×109
M⊙ according to Richter et al. (2017). The above weaknesses are
then not affecting the conclusion of the paper : it is the first time
the release of more than 50% of the initial gas from the MCs has
been modeled.
The series of simulations reproduce all features, but not al-
ways at the same time (e.g., for a single model). Of more concern
is the fact that a few features are not reproduced by any model. For
example, the simulated HI velocity along the Magellanic longitude
is not as broad as observed. This could be due to an insufficient ac-
count of shocks, or perhaps of contamination by background struc-
tures such as HI emission from the Sculptor group. Most other dis-
crepancies (e.g., number of young stars in the Bridge) can be solved
by fine tuning orbital parameters or the star formation efficiency.
4 CONCLUSION
The recent infalling of the MCs into the MW gaseous halo and their
mutual interaction have formed the gigantic MS and the Bridge,
which are fully reproduced by a simulation based on a very precise
hydrodynamic solver. This includes detailed properties such as the
two filamentary structures of the MS (see Fig.5). Accounting for
K-H effects automatically generates large amounts of ionized gas.
It is the first time that a physical modeling is able to explain and re-
produce the enormous quantities of gas stripped from the MCs, i.e.,
more than 50% of their initial content. This adds another challenge
to the ’tidal’ scenario, which is unable to provide such large gas
amounts extracted from a single tidal tail (Pardy, D’Onghia & Fox
2018; Tepper-Garcı´a et al. 2019; Diaz & Bekki 2012). Masses in
excess of 1011 M⊙ for the LMC are then likely excluded, while we
verified that our modeling may accommodate for masses up to 2
×1010 M⊙.
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APPENDIX A: RR LYRAE STAR DISTRIBUTION IN THE
INTRA-CLOUD REGION OF THE BRIDGE
Due to their typical variability, relatively easy detection and ubiq-
uity, the RR Lyrae variables are important tracers of the old
(age>10 Gyr) population of the host galaxy. The OGLE group
(Udalski et al. 2015; Soszyn´ski et al. 2016) has identified tens of
thousands such pulsators in the LMC and SMC, whereas the all sky
survey carried out by the Gaia spacecraft (Gaia Collaboration et al.
2016b), presented in DR1 and DR2 (Gaia Collaboration et al.
2016a, 2018a) contributed to the detection of RR Lyrae variables
in the outskirt of the MCs and in the intra-cloud region, beyond the
OGLE survey footprint (Clementini et al. 2016, 2019).
The Gaia DR1 data were exploited by Belokurov et al. (2017),
who found bona fide RR Lyrae candidate variables relying only
on the Gaia’s mean flux and its associated errors. On these bases
Belokurov et al. (2017) claimed the presence of a second old
Bridge between the MCs, not aligned with the gaseous MB, and
shifted by ∼5 deg from the young main sequence Bridge. Giv-
ing the limited information available, the Belokurov et al. (2017)’s
RR Lyrae sample completeness and purity are low in compari-
son with surveys where light curve and colour data are available.
This is the case of Gaia DR2 where light curves for ∼140K RR
Lyrae were published in the Gaia G band and for ∼83K also in the
GBP and GRP bands. These data, in conjunction with the OGLE
dataset, provide a reliable sample of RR Lyrae to study the distri-
bution of old stars around and in-between the MCs. This dataset
can be used to update the Belokurov et al. (2017) analysis and the
result of this operation is shown in Fig. 4, where to select objects
likely belonging to the Magellanic System, we displayed only RR
Lyrae with V>18 mag (diffuse gray regions). An inspection of
the figure reveals that the old Bridge (red symbols) suggested by
Belokurov et al. (2017) is substantially confirmed. There are also
differences, such as a concentration of objects at XMB,YMB=-11,-
2 deg, where the distribution of the pulsators traced by the Gaia
DR2 dataset is displaced towards the north by ∼2 deg with respect
to Belokurov et al. (2017), lying very close to the young main se-
quence Bridge (blue symbols).
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